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Mayor Bloomberg refers to NYPD as his 'own army!'
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NYC Mayor Bloomberg bragged in a speech delivered at MIT that the NYPD is his own
private army. "I have my own army in the NYPD, which is the seventh largest army in the
world," he said. Not content with that megalo boast he added, "I [also] have my own
state department ... We have the UN in New York, so we have entree into the diplomatic
world that Washington does not have. I don't listen to Washington very much, which is
something they're not thrilled about."

Michael Bloomberg
There you have it, straight from the billionaire ZIONIST'S own ELITIST mouth -- are YOU reading
this Frank (Lowy). Could you blame people for thinking 'lampshades' after such an outrageous and
arrogant outburst?
See through the negative historical propaganda and It begins to make sense; what drove a Godfearing Germany and other European nations to target Jewish bankers and industrialists last
century? Answer: the exact same sentiments as expressed by brazen Zionist and elitist billionaire,
Michael Bloomberg, today!
Well, they're back, just like in the movie; Bankers Goldman 'zionist' Sachs have overtly taken the
political leadership of Greece and Italy and it won't stop there.
Israel is doing its utmost best to drag America and the Free gentile world into a very dangerous
conflict with Syria and Iran, when both nations pose no threat whatsoever to the gentile world. The
tactics that nuclear armed Israel is using are typically Zionist; either attack Iran for us OR we will
attack using nukes and drag you into it whether you like it or not! Sound arrogantly familiar?
Now before the Zionist propaganda machine starts screaming anti-semitism, I would openly state
that many of my closest friends are Jewish; however, I make a clear distinction between moderate
Jews and Nazi Zionist extremists, as I do with moderate gentiles and the CFR, Trilateral ELITIST
Rockefellers!
Money and power are intoxicating, aren't they Mr Bloomberg?
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